
Queer Student Activism at Wits  -  A glimpse into the archives 

 

GALA is currently undertaking an oral history project to document the stories of queer staff and students 

involved in the Fees Must Fall campaigns, to record their roles in the protests and to ensure that their 

voices and participation are not further marginalized.  

It was with this project at the back of my mind that I came across a small gem of a collection in our 

archives.  With almost 200 collections, there are still some that I have yet to encounter, and this was one 

of them: The Wayne Sampson Collection. 

Wayne Sampson was involved in the Wits Gay Movement while attending the University of the 

Witwatersrand (Wits) in the late 1980s. His collection consists of publications from the Wits Gay 

Movement, meeting notes and sketches, as well as other Wits publications from 1987, a time of student 

protests and police retaliation on campus.  It also includes some anti-apartheid and anti-conscription 

material as well as some local gay magazines and newsletters from the time.   

Echoes with the latest student protests can be seen in the statement below issued by the student 

publication Wits Student on 5 May 1987.  At that time, students were protesting against the upcoming 

national elections, which, under apartheid, saw most of the population denied the vote.   Images of 

students and staff gathering in protest on the Great Hall steps and heavily armed riot police cracking 

down on the protests at Wits are eerily familiar, as can be seen from the statements that follow.  

http://www.gala.co.za/about_us/current_projects.htm


 

 

 



 



 



 

While the above statements were issued by the Wits SRC and Wits Student publication, below is a 

statement issued by the Wits Gay Movement, showing solidarity with the protest action on campus and 

the fight against apartheid, and condemning the violence used by the South African Police (SAP).  

 

 

 

In July 1985 PW Botha declared a State of Emergency, giving power to the police and the military to 

implement curfews controlling the movement of all people and preventing the media from covering any 

unrest.  It also allowed for scores of people to be arrested and detained without trial under the Internal 

Security Act.  Wits students and academics protested against these measures by the apartheid state, this 

was followed by police violence and detention of protestors.   

 

In the Wits Gay Movement newsletter below, the third paragraph states the movement’s solidarity with 

the protestors and mentions the arrest of one of their members in the protest action. 



                   

 

                          

What these public statements show is that for many students 

the fight against apartheid was a fight for equal rights for all, 

regardless of race, sexuality or gender, and that the gay 

movement at Wits was involved in the broader political 

struggles of the time.  Unfortunately this was not the case 

with all gay movements of the 1980s in South Africa.  The Gay 

Association of South Africa (GASA) was expelled from the 

International Lesbian & Gay Association (ILGA) for refusing to 

take a political stand against apartheid, which came to a head 

with the detention of anti-apartheid and gay rights activist 

Simon Nkoli in 1985. And as a tangential point, it can be 

added that Simon Nkoli was one of the driving forces behind 

the formation of the Gay & Lesbian Organisation of the 



Witwatersrand (GLOW), which had their first meeting on the Wits Great Hall Steps (photograph below).  

A copy of the Wits Gay Movement’s newsletter Stonewall  can also be found amongst the material in the 

Simon Nkoli collection, showing the interlinkages between activists and organisations within GALA’s 

archive collections.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Article written by the GALA Archivist, Linda Chernis – 8 February, 2017 

 

 

Fees Must Fall Oral History Project 

Should you wish to share your stories, or donate ephemera such as posters, placards, t-shirts, flyers etc., 

please contact the GALA Archivist: linda.chernis@wits.ac.za.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

First GLOW meeting, Great Hall steps, 9 April 1988 
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